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Extender for BPCS & ERPLX
Cloud Computing for BPCS & ERPLX Applications
Data is the lifeblood of any business. Getting the right data into the right people's hands can help
you save money, connect with your partners and offer better service to your customers. Cloud
computing promises instant worldwide access to data, but your company has large investments in
existing legacy systems that are not cloud-friendly. Is it even possible to get the benefits of cloud
computing using your existing systems without making a major shift in software strategy?
With Catavolt Extender for BPCS & ERPLX the answer is yes. Catavolt Extender is a secure, highperformance cloud computing environment you can use to build your own corporate cloud. Your
corporate cloud connects you to your users, partners, suppliers and customers, providing them
instance access to your data while leveraging your existing software investment. You get the
benefits of cloud computing without having to change your system or give up control of your data.
Here are some examples of what our customers are doing today with their own corporate clouds:

Connect with customers:
Allow your customers to
Instantly check the status of
orders, place new orders, and
track shipments. They can
even browse your catalog and
place an order directly from
their smart phone.

Remote Sites: Connect with
employees at remote sites
with a fast and reliable user
interface for managing
inventory, processing
shipments, checking
demand, and much more.
All without Citrix and VPN

Pinpoint Monitoring: Give
desktop widgets to your
users that keeps track of
of important company events
such as new sales, customer
incidents, scrap on the shop
Floor and much more

Catavolt Extender for BPCS & ERPLX is a hosted service that connects to your data without any
changes to your existing system. In less than a day you can start building your own corporate cloud
with no programming - just point and share. The solutions you produce are 100% customized to
meet your specific business needs. Best of all, everything you create in Extender is fully backed by
Catavolt support.
To begin deploying your data to the cloud, you simply point Extender to the data that you want to
share and then tell Extender how you want to show it. Extender provides a rich browser experience,
including lists, calendars, and interactive graphs. You can easily configure your data for alternate
user interfaces such as mobile phones and desktop widgets. You can also allow users to attach their
own documents, pictures, and other items to the data objects you show. Best of all, this can all be
done with zero programming - you simply select the data you want to share using Extender's user
interface. Extender does the rest by detecting the device the user is connecting from, giving them a
user experience specifically tailored to their device.
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Hosted service
Share data without programming
Catavolt Extender manages devices, connections and encryption
Users get the best possible experience for their device

Secure from Anywhere
With Catavolt Extender for BPCS & ERPLX, your data stays secure. Your critical data remains in your data
center where it has always been. Data that you share is never replicated or stored in the cloud. Users
connecting to Catavolt Extender do not have access to your internal system -- they can only see data you
allow them to see. Plus, the data they can see is encrypted end-to-end from your data center to their device.
Our security is preferred by military contractors, aerospace firms, and large public companies.





Maintain control of your data
Share only the data you want
Users do not have direct access to your system
Military contractors, aerospace firms and large public companies use Catavolt Extender today

Desktop Widgets
You likely use some kind of widget or gadget today to keep track of the weather, stock quotes, or current
news. Catavolt Extender for BPCS & ERPLX can automatically take your data and create widgets that can be
used to seamlessly connect with your users. Easy to use and very targeted, these widgets enable users to
monitor important events and perform routine tasks with ease. You can take gadgets created by Extender
and give them to your internal users, suppliers, or even customers.




Pinpoint monitoring of important events
Very convenient and easy to use
Can be given to suppliers, partners, and customers

The Catavolt Quick Order widget running alongside other common widgets such as Stock Ticker, Current
Weather, and Clock. A customer can use this widget to keep track of their current orders and place new
orders, right from their desktop.

Business Graphs
Your data can tell an important story, but it is not always easy to present tabular data in a single window to
help make informed business decisions. With Catavolt Extender for BPCS & ERPLX, you can easily collect
and show your data in a graphical format. Business graphs created in Catavolt Extender are fully interactive.
Users can filter graph data by category. They can drill down from a grouping graph all the way to the
individual transactions that make up the graph data. They can even perform actions directly against the data
in a graph.





Easy to create and share
Intuitive and interactive
Drill down to any level of detail
Can be deployed on widgets

Back end transactional data can be grouped, summarized and filtered to produce interactive graphs with drill
down capabilities.

Calendars
Most companies deal with business data that revolves around dates and times, such as shipments, dock schedules,
employee work shifts, etc. Instead of viewing this data in a table, Catavolt Extender allows you to display date-centric
data in an interactive calendar format. Calendars created in Catavolt Extender allow users to drill into individual items
so that they can view and change information about the item directly from the calendar. They can also drag and drop
these items to quickly change dates and times.

Showing data in calendar format makes the application more intuitive. Calendars support dragging and
dropping events and drilling down into event details.

Mobile Applications
How much more could your company achieve if you could connect with your users on the go? Your sales
reps could review a customer's account while on location at the customer site. Your managers could
approve orders while at lunch. Your plant manager could keep track of schedules while on the shop floor.
Unfortunately, putting business data on a mobile device is not easy, and the myriad of mobile devices
available on the market do not make things any easier. Some of your users have iPhones, others swear by
their BlackBerries, and the president just got the new Droid. With Catavolt Extender for BPCS & ERPLX, you

simply choose the data your users should see and we do the rest. We present the best possible user
experience for a wide range of devices including BlackBerry, iPhone, Droid, and even the iPad.




Catavolt Extender for BPCS & ERPLX manages individual mobile devices for you
Supports BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, iPhones, iPads, Droids, and others
All you do is choose the data users will see

Two users use their phones to review and approve purchase orders. One has an iPhone and the other a
BlackBerry. Each gets the best possible user experience for their device.

Business to Business
Catavolt Extender for BPCS & ERPLX lets you seamlessly connect with your users. This includes partners,
suppliers, and customers. You can reduce costs and increase sales by making it easier and more convenient to
do business with your company. Using Catavolt Extender, you can give your external users access to data they
need without opening your system to the world. Users access your data through the Internet without ever having
direct access to your internal system.




Seamlessly connect with your customers, suppliers and partners
Share only the data they need to see
Make doing business with your company easier and more convenient
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